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Abstract 
 

Cloud computing systems’ performance is still a central focus of research for determining 
optimal resource utilization. Running several existing benchmarks simultaneously serves 
to acquire performance information from specific cloud system resources. However, the 
complexity of monitoring the existing performance of computing systems is a challenge 
requiring an efficient and interactive user directing performance-monitoring system. In this 
paper, we propose an effective multivariate control framework for monitoring cloud 
systems performance. The proposed framework utilizes the hardware cloud systems 
performance metrics, collects and displays the performance measurements in terms of 
meaningful graphics, stores the graphical information in a database, and provides the data 
on-demand without requiring  a third party software. We present performance metrics in 
terms of CPU usage, RAM availability, number of cloud active machines, and number of 
running processes on the selected machines that can be monitored at a high control level by 
either using a cloud service customer or a cloud service provider. The experimental results 
show that the proposed framework is reliable, scalable, precise, and thus outperforming its 
counterparts in the field of monitoring cloud performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Performance Monitoring System (PMS) greatly impacts a system’s continuity and its 
business perspective [1]. A PMS explores system operating processes and investigates their 
functions in order to give system administrators an opportunity to discover systems faults, 
network problems, and communication disruptions [2-3]. Indeed, cloud system 
performance and security management require monitoring capabilities to guarantee system 
availability, scalability, and functionality [4]. 
PMS tasks vary from the simple, such as performing automated system inspections using 
open-source software, to the complex, such as physical component testing in order to 
enhance overall system performance. In addition, a PMS can investigate when a business 
reaches its ultimate support capacity and alert for that additional or new technology is 
needed [5-6]. Monitoring cloud computing systems is needed for continuous measuring, 
assessing, and improving the performance of the applications and their infrastructure 
behaviors [7]. The main objective of cloud monitoring systems is to obtain or provide the 
highest performance at the lowest cost [8]. 
Cloud monitoring system can be modeled in seven layers; facility, network, hardware, 
operating systems, middleware, application, and the user that can be monitored and 
controlled by either a cloud service customer or a cloud service provider [9]. At abstraction 
level, monitoring cloud system could be viewed at both high and low  monitoring levels. A 
high-level monitoring represents the information on the status of real or virtual platform 
running cloud applications, where a low-level monitoring represents the status of the cloud 
physical infrastructure in terms of CPU speed, memory utilization, and network workload 
[10]. Moreover, cloud performance monitoring can be classified according to tests and 
metrics into two types; computation-based and network-based monitoring [11].  
Basically, the knowledge gained from cloud monitoring is based on performance 
computation metrics that are considered a standard measures to assess cloud system 
performance [12]. Monitoring performance metrics then diagnose if the cloud system 
operates in a way that satisfies the objectives of its business, operations, and infrastructure 
functionality [7]. Such performance metrics support and help users, designers and 
administrators to better decide on suitable action(s) for any performance fault that might 
occur through running applications [13].  
As the field of cloud computing is becoming more competitive, it is more important than 
before to ensure that the selected performance metrics provide the best performance-cost 
trade-off. However, there are many types of cloud systems so that it is not feasible to have 
a standard measure of performance metrics for different cases.  
In literature, the approaches [9][14-16] present different methods for monitoring cloud 
systems. Each monitoring approach mainly focuses on a subset of performance features in 
order to manage huge amount of dynamic monitored data to achieve high cloud systems 
performance [14]. These monitoring approaches investigate specific cloud platforms  by 
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controlling services that assess the effective performance metrics at hardware, operating 
systems, application, and user layers [9]. The metrics considered by these approaches 
include CPU speed, virtual machine startup time, server and memory throughput, and 
storage utilization [16]. Performance metrics are often imply interactive data testing that 
can be evaluated in terms of availability, reliability, accuracy, extensibility, atomicity, 
adaptability and timeliness [15].  
The metrics measurement accuracy is also considered a key issue in cloud performance, as 
it is necessary to perform the operations that make use of the monitoring information 
effectively and efficiently [17]. Therefore, cloud machines require time scheduling 
technique in order to have an accurate time stamping when switching between different 
monitoring machines. 
Nevertheless, the current approaches assume a subsystem or rely on other agents for 
collecting, filtering and aggregating performance monitored data. This may violate the 
privacy and security when the monitored data classified as confidential. Moreover, 
performance metrics for fault tolerance and scalability are not considered by the current 
benchmark approaches. Consequently, the monitored systems should be able to manage 
and control a large number of cloud machines efficiently and effectively in a short 
measurement time. 
To this end, we consider the effective and commonly used performance metrics that are 
broadly applicable to a wide range of cloud applications. The metrics should truly and 
accurately measure the hardware performance metrics such as CPU usage, RAM 
availability, number of cloud active machines and the number of running processes on the 
selected machine. CPU usage is defined as the percent operation of the cloud machine CPU 
during available time period of its functionality. RAM availability is described as the 
obtainable memory storage on specific cloud machine over a certain time period where the 
monitoring has occurred. The number of cloud machines represents the number of active 
cloud machines under monitoring. The number of running processes indicates how many 
processes are currently running on the active cloud machine. Cloud system users may be 
familiar with their system performance; however, some are not technically aware of how to 
use multivariate-benchmarks [18]. Benchmarks can therefore help in extracting 
performance information where components are embedded in the system that identifies the 
machines’ metrics or distributes them into different structural components. However, the 
result is a large overhead, which add other challenges since the performance of various sets 
of machines needs to be determined [8 to 19]. 
Performance monitoring within a threaded [20] or a heavily parallelized environment is 
also a major challenge. It requires overlooking some features that are not needed or they 
have less impact on the decisions made by the cloud system user. In this scenario, the 
complexity should be hidden, and performance monitoring should be done in the 
background. Only important performance information that is familiar should be presented 
to the users, such as CPU, RAM, and PING [21]. This is in addition to the number of 
programs or processes that are currently running on the cloud system. 
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To determine and provide reliable performance information about a cloud system, it is not 
necessary to analyze and interpret the data in real time [22]. Therefore, in this research, the 
concept of data synchronization in parallel semi-real time systems [23] is proposed in the 
context of the use of data synchronization within a parallel threaded environment [24]. 
Semi-real time in this context means a millisecond based processing interval. 
Benchmarking metrics and the complexity of the system task manager are given a high 
usage and are compartmentalized within our proposed system. The data is extracted from 
the operating system and then processed and presented to the user in a simplified GUI [25]. 
In such a system, the factors controlling processes or machine performance are not 
included.  
Most cloud system users are already familiar with monitored operating systems; therefore, 
the proposed system has the potential to provide them with powerful new monitoring 
services that can easily define the performance metrics.  
In this paper, we discuss the performance metrics that are needed to design a powerful 
integrated monitoring system. Such a system is designed to collect benchmark 
measurements to produce a comprehensive performance monitoring system. In addition, 
we developed a Performance Monitoring System as a Service (PMSaS) for collecting data 
from a cloud system that is controlled by heterogeneous operating systems. Our proposed 
monitoring system displays the performance results in terms of meaningful graphics, stores 
the graphical information in a database, and provides the data on-demand.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the previous related 
work in literature formonitoring cloud computing systems performance. Section 3 
addresses our performance-monitoring framework. After that, we present and discuss the 
experimental results and performance evaluation of monitoring  real time cloud systems in 
Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are presented in Section 5. 

2. Related Work 
In our research, we have reviewed studies, patents and methods that have touched on or 
thoroughly assessed computer performance in various ways. Among them, we have seen 
both ideas about injecting the system with benchmarks and concepts about specialized 
performance monitoring tools. Our goal of having a universal and easy to use system for 
both IT professionals and basic users has provided us with a general approach that will 
reduce and hide complexity by utilizing the systems’ native tools. Within this context, we 
compare our performance monitoring ideas with those of the other studies in the field to 
provide logical and valuable insights to a system that simplifies this task as much as 
possible. 
Performance Monitoring is defined as part of the evaluation of system performance for the 
purpose of determining the utilization of software and hardware resources, such as CPU 
and memory use [18]. The authors compare changes in system performance with that of the 
system’s reference state to be able to investigate the behavior of current resources in a 
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timely manner. However, extracting CPU and memory consumption is complex, which 
reflects performance information inconsistency.     
The patent [26] concerning benchmarks discloses how to retrieve system performance 
information. This type of information helps when using benchmarks and 
micro-benchmarks that highlight the performance of separate parts or the entire machine. 
While this can be effective, the user may not have enough technical knowledge about such 
cases and is not able to use the injected micro-benchmarks. Instead, the user will rely on 
operating system applications, such as the task manager, to measure machine performance. 
The complicated design of the task manager discussed in [27] is not needed as much for a 
large system as it is for a small one. It is arguably one of the most powerful performance 
monitoring tools, yet it is limited to one system due to its complexity. However, monitoring 
various levels of system performance can be achieved by choosing not to monitor some 
process variables. In addition, the simplification of the performance monitoring system 
requires that less information be collected than that provided by the task manager. 
The Microsoft Azure Fabric Controller [28] is a multi-layer monitoring system that selects 
the centralized network architecture to improve cloud system efficiency. However, Azure 
does not support monitoring heterogeneous cloud infrastructures. 
The Paradyn project [29] develops the capabilities of a dynamic instrumentation technique 
which generates performance profiles of unmodified resources. This approach includes the 
Dyninst API running operating system kernels and the MRNet multicast network. It 
achieves scalability by adjusting instrumentation granularity. However, implementation of 
threaded programs on untested platforms may cause some bugs due to platform 
dependency when using the dynamic instrumentation technique. 
The open source performance monitoring system Nagios [30] enables establishments to 
recognize the status of their network devices and alert systems administrators to problems. 
However, in order to exert control over network components and services, difficult 
text-based configuration files are required. Moreover, a confusing GUI and lack of 
database connectivity make it hard to use, especially in parallel systems.  
The infrastructure performance monitoring system boundary framework is presented in 
[31]. This framework collects large amount of data about unit system performance from 
heterogeneous running systems and generates diagrams in real-time for visualization. 
However, the boundary suffers from granular performance analysis such that the 
organization needs to determine its operational requirements. 
Most research in the field of performance monitoring shows the existence of time and cost 
overheads that degrade system performance especially when dealing with systems with a 
large number of distributed nodes. In our approach, the demand for an efficient framework 
to monitor such distributed systems has been addressed.  
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 3. Performance Monitoring Service Design 
In this paper, we present an approach to a cloud performance monitoring system which 
consists of integrated performance components that are designed to serve as easily 
replaceable plugins, thus allowing the system to be highly dynamic, quickly configured and 
easily adjustable to any cloud system environment. Our approach is designed based on a 
three-tier structure that defines the interaction and role of each performance component 
with other components within the boundaries of its tier level and across outer levels. In the 
following sections, we describe the performance monitoring structure in details. 

3.1 Performance Monitoring Service Structure 

The performance monitoring service PMS structure described below is based on three 
functionality tiers; Top, Middle and Bottom. Fig. 1 presents the functionality of PMS tiers 
and the operations that are assigned to each tier. 
 
• The bottom tier contains many services that are installed on the clients cloud machines, 

each machine communicates with other machines through its own firewall system and 
local network router. 

• When the client service is initiated from the client machine, it produces an XML file 
that holds the client machine performance information. 

• The XML file is then transmitted by the client machine and passes through the local 
firewall system to the local network router in the bottom tier. 

• The local network router transmits the XML file packets to the Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) Router through the World Wide Web. 

• The ISP Router transmits the XML file to the local network router in the middle tier. 
• The local network router in the middle tier transmits the XML file through the server 

firewall to the secured FTP cloud server that responds to the monitoring machine 
requests in the top tier. 

• A timer is set for few seconds to idle the client service in order to repeat the process and 
to allow the cloud server to communicate with the monitoring machine. 

• The monitoring machine in the top tier triggers a monitor service request that passes 
through the local firewall system to the local network router. 

• The local network router in the top tier transmits the monitor service request to the ISP 
router. 

• The ISP router will again transmit the monitor service request through the World Wide 
Web to the cloud server local router advancing to the firewall and reaching the server 
itself. 

• The server response passes through the ISP router of the middle tier to the World Wide 
Web reaching out to the ISP router of the top tier, then to the local monitor router 
through the firewall back to the monitoring machine that issued the request. 
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Fig. 1. Performance Monitoring Service Functionality 
 
The PMS tiers are illustrated in details as follows: 

A. Top Tier 

The top tier mainly consists of two components: The Monitor Service and the Desktop 
Application. The two components are defined as follows: 

 
• Monitor Service 
 
This service has the responsibility of retrieving information files from the server 
periodically and storing them inside a specified directory located on the monitoring 
machine. In addition, this service passes the information files to the desktop 
application [32] that initiated the call. Each machine-server call is triggered based on a 
desktop application request. 
 
• Desktop Application 
 
A graphical user interface (GUI) [33] presents the information from all clients to the 
monitoring administrator. This application spawns a background thread upon starting 
that is responsible for reading and parsing the received client files periodically. In 
addition, the GUI is updated with the parsed contents of all received files that are 
triggered through a call to the monitor service. 
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B. Middle Tier 

The middle tier consists of a virtual machine running on a configured cloud server 
operating in a passive mode to allow the client to provide the server with both data and 
command ports, resulting in a simpler communication and connection environment. 
Moreover, this virtual machine allows the client firewall to configure itself and choose the 
specified ports on which the FTP connections will be established and run. In addition, the 
FTP server [34] has been configured to allow anonymous login, which authenticates any 
user connection to the server without the need to supply a username or password. 

C. Bottom Tier 

The bottom tier consists of the monitored client service that is responsible for collecting the 
information from the client machine, parsing this information into XML format [35-36], 
and then creating the XML file with the generated information. After the completion of the 
XML data file, it will be uploaded to the FTP server and saved as a history data file that 
keeps track of the latest updates on the monitored machines’ performance information. The 
history data file is used to construct a graphical representation of monitored machine. The 
updating process of the history file is based on a queue data structure (FIFO First-In 
First-Out) [37]. The client service life cycle processes are run periodically as long as the 
machine and service are running. Fig. 2 depicts the monitored client service life cycle 
processes in the bottom tier. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Client Service Life Cycle processes 

 
3.2 Communication Processes 
 
In this section, we describe the PMS model and the framework of communicating 
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processes. Our goal is to make use of performance monitoring by extracting data directly 
from the monitoring machine’s operating system. Our monitoring framework uses 
concurrent programming (threading) [38] to perform the performance computations. This 
can be done by instantiating dedicated threads to process specific information in order to 
produce the desired output, for example, parsing or upload operations.  
The PMS is divided into multi-level components, and the overall system communication is 
then achieved through the following processes: 

 
• File Access 
 
The PMS components work with files. The client rewrites the uploaded file or uploads 
a file  that is retrieved from a GUI snapshot of the client file. 
 
• Inter-Process Communication 
 
Inter-Process Communication (IPC) [39] is a communication protocol which allows  
different operating processes to communicate with each other and  data transfer 
between processes. We used piping IPC [40] in our PMS, which works as a 
client/server system, using ports to which processes subscribe, and thus allowing 
complex data transfers. 

 
3.3 Data Processing  
 
The usage of generated XML data files, history files, and piping IPC in our PMS produces 
simple data and process communication on a higher level. Unified Modeling Language 
(UML) [41- 42] diagrams are used to illustrate the processes and their sequences within the 
performance monitoring system. Fig. 3 shows the data flow processes of the PMS. 

 

 
Fig. 3. PMS Data Flow Processes 
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In this section, we propose four monitoring information algorithms to illustrate the data 
processes and their sequences within the performance monitoring system in cloud 
computing environment where set of virtual machines are created for several datacenters. 
 
• Performance Information Service Algorithm (PISA) 
 

PISA algorithm collects the performance monitoring information and uploads it to the 
server. It checks the client service timer; if the service timer is off, then the monitoring 
data is generated in an xml file, encrypted and uploaded and stored in the server 
storage.  

 
Performance Information Service Algorithm 
 
Input: CPU percentage, RAM available (MB), Current OS processes, Machine name, Date 

and time 
Output: Performance monitoring information xml data file 
Begin 
   IF Client Service Timer off THEN 
       COLLECT Performance Monitoring Information 
  GENERATE XML file 
 ENCRYPT generated XML file 
 PING server to check for availability 
     IF server is available THEN 
  UPLOAD file 
     END IF 
     RESET service timer 
    END IF 
End 
 
• Machines Performance Object Service Algorithm (MPOSA) 
  

MPOSA algorithm creates machines object list and displays it on client GUI. It opens 
the machine history file and compares the service last updated time with the received 
time of the requested service. Based on the previous result and according to the number 
of history points, machines object list is updated and displayed on the client GUI.  

 
Machines Performance Object Service Algorithm 
 
Input: Available XML file list on server  
Output: Machines Performance Object list 
Begin 
  IF timer goes off or user requested an update service THEN 
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    PING server to check for availability 
      IF server is available THEN 
        REQUEST files from Server 
           STORE files on Monitoring machine 
           CREATE Machines Object List 
           FOR each file saved 
           READ xml file And CREATE Machine Object 
           OPEN MACHINE HISTORY FILE  
            IF Last Updated Time Stamp < Received Time Stamp THEN 
        IF number of history points equals maximum number of history points allowed THEN 
  DELETE oldest Node 
   END IF 
            INSERT received new machine object to the top of machines object list 
           END IF 
        ADD machine object to machines object List 
        END FOR 
    SEND Machines object list to GUI 
    END IF 
  END IF 
End 
 
• Machines Data Grid Service Algorithm (MDGSA) 
 
MDGSA algorithm converts the available monitor service to data grid view row and 
updates the chart history points. The details of this algorithm are listed below.  
 
Machines Data Grid Service Algorithm 
 
Input: Machines Performance Object list 
Output: Data Grid View Rows, Chart History Points 
Begin 
   PING monitor service to check availability 
      IF monitor service is available THEN 
           SEND request to machines object list 
   RECEIVE response 
   FOR each machine in response machines object list 
       CONVERT machine object to Data Grid View Row 
       ADD row to Data Grid View 
   END FOR 
         END IF 
End  
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• Populating Performance Information Charts Service Algorithm (PPICSA) 

PPICSA algorithm checks the updated history points in a machine history file and creates 
the performance information charts accordingly. The details of this algorithm are 
illustrated below.  
 
Populating Performance Information Charts Service Algorithm 
 
Input: Most recent history point in machine history file  
Output: Populated history charts from the selected machines history file points 
Begin 
   IF a new machine is selected THEN 
       CLEAR charts 
  IF selected machine history file exists THEN 
      READ xml file 
      FOR each point in the history file 
  CREATE chart point for each machine performance attribute 
  ADD chart point to chart 
       END FOR 
   END IF 
    END IF 
End  
 
• Monitoring Time Cost Performance 
 
The time complexity in our approach is bounded by the time costs of collecting, converting 
and displaying performance metrics of the monitored machines. The time costs are 
described, defined, computed and improved as follows: 

 The time costs of collecting, converting and displaying performance metrics 
from all monitored machines are defined and computed as follows: 

 Let Tsearch represent the time cost to search for one performance information 
metric at one machine in order to display it on the monitoring screen. 

 Let Tfetch represent the time cost to fetch one performance information metric 
at one machine. 

 Let Tload represent the time cost to load one performance information metric at 
one machine from the cloud server. 

 Let Texec represent the time cost to execute one performance information metric 
at one machine from the cloud server. 

 Let Tcollect represent the time cost to collect the performance information of a 
certain metric at one machine. Then, Tcollect is computed as in equation 1:  

   
                           Tcollect = Tserach + Tfetch + Tload + Texec               (1) 
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 Let Tgraph represent the time cost to convert the collected performance 

information of one metric at one machine into a graph in the GUI. 
 Let n represent the metric number in the monitored machine. 
 Let Tmetric represent the time cost to display one metric performance 

information at one machine on the screen. Then, Tmetric is computed as in 
equation 2:    

                               Tmetric(n) = Tcollect(n) + Tgraph(n)              (2) 
 
Consequently, the time cost to display the graphs of all performance metrics from all 

monitored machines on the screen is defined and simplified as follows: 
 Let n represent the number of cloud system monitored machines. 
 Let m represent the number of metrics in one machine. 
 Let TMSR represent the total time cost to perform the monitoring service request 

for all performance metrics at all machines. Then, TMSR is computed as in 
equation 3: 

TMSR = ∑ ∑ (T𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑚𝑚, 𝑗𝑗))𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛
𝑚𝑚=1             (3) 

 
  To this end, having one system that can provide all performance information metrics 

that the user requires for one machine on one screen will allow the user to monitor 
multi-metrics at all machines in much less time. Therefore, the time cost of searching for 
each metric at each machine is optimized in our proposed approach and done automatically 
for all metrics at all machines, thus improved the total time cost of monitoring service 
request. Accordingly, the improved total monitoring time cost for all performance metrics 
at all machines is defined as follows: 

 Let Tsearch_all represent the total time cost to search for all performance 
metrics at all machines. Then, Tsearch_all is computed as in equation 4: 
 

                               𝑇𝑇search_all = ∑ ∑ (Tsearch(𝑚𝑚, 𝑗𝑗))𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1

𝑛𝑛
𝑚𝑚=1          (4) 

 
 Let TimprovedMSR represent the improved total monitoring time cost. Then, 

TimprovedMSR is computed as in equation 5: 
 
                                  TimprovedMSR = TMSR  - Tsearch_all           (5)   
 
Therefore, the performance improvement in monitoring service request is defined 

according to the improved monitoring time cost that is computed as follows: 
 Let PI represent the performance improvement achieved by our approach. Then, 

PI is expressed in equation 6: 
 
                                PI = 1- (TimprovedMSR / TMSR )                  (6) 
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3.4  Performance Monitoring System Tool 

The internal validity of our performance information services technique is tested on 
multiple machines in a cloud computing system. We developed a performance monitoring 
system tool that is able to test the PISA, MPOSA, MDGSA, PPICSA services on a set of 
performance history files obtained from different cloud machines. This tool is an open 
source, user-friendly graphical user interface that is divided into 3 main areas to evaluate 
cloud system performance. The proposed PMS tool is created following an approach that 
requires less user interaction while preserving as much visual feedback as possible. 
Moreover, it adds an important impact on extracting knowledge to the benefit of business 
decisions. Fig. 4 shows the tool’s GUI, which is divided into 3 different blocks; namely; 
control, information, and feedback. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. PMS GUI Blocks 
 
The description of the GUI blocks that represent the performance metrics are detailed in the 
following sub-sections. 
 
3.4.1 Control Block 
The User Control Block consists of multiple user-interactive buttons that serve as the main 
process control component of the application, allowing the user to trigger system processes. 
This block consists of the following button controls encapsulated inside the GroupBox 
component: 
• Start/Stop Service: Allows the user to control a service by starting or stopping it. 
• Update Table: Triggers the information update processes, which will cause the 

program to execute all of its operations. This button is disabled if there is already an 
ongoing update process executing. 

• Print: Starts the printing process of the form. 
• Information: Produces a message box containing PMS project information. 
• Exit: Closes the application. 

 
3.4.2 Information Block 
The information block consists of two components, named Control Machine and History 
Charts. 
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• Control Machine 

 
This component holds a Data Grid View Control that shows the latest performance 
parameters parsed from the latest machine file retrieved from the server. The retrieved 
performance metrics are machine name, number of processes, CPU usage, available 
RAM, and date and time of the last performance check. Fig. 5 presents the 
performance information generated from a control machine. 
 

• History Charts 
 
The History charts component includes four different metrics that are responsible for 
displaying the results of the performance information analysis of the control machine. 
The history charts metrics are defined as follows: 
• Machine List: Holds the machine names for which the system has history files. 
Choosing one of these machines will result in updating the components information 
contained within its history file. 

  
• Process Count: A chart that provides visual information about the number of 
processes running on the chosen machine. Here, the X-axis stands for the time frame 
in which the monitoring occurred and the Y-axis stands for the process count value. 
 
• CPU Usage: The percent amount of CPU usage of the machine during the time 
interval available in its history file. The X-axis stands for the time frame in which the 
monitoring occurred and the Y-axis stands for the CPU usage value. 
 
• RAM Available: The available RAM storage in mega-bytes on the chosen machine 
over the course of its recorded history file. The X-axis stands for the time frame in 
which the monitoring occurred and the Y-axis stands for the available RAM in 
mega-bytes (MB). Fig. 5-a,b,c shows all the PMS information components as they 
appear during run-time. 

 

 
Fig. 5-a. CPU Information Metrics 
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Fig. 5-b. RAM Information Metrics 

 

 
Fig. 5-c. Number of running processes on the active server 

 
All components of the PMS information are updated immediately after an update operation 
finishes without regard to the operation triggers “User Clicked” or “Auto Update”. 
 
3.4.3 Feedback Block 
The feedback block of the performance analysis consists of two components: system 
information and a status bar. 
 
A. System Information 

The system information component serves as a feedback connection that holds the 
information from the PMS connections to the monitor service and the FTP server. This 
service has two components: 
 
• The server connection status (connected, not connected). 

 
• The service status (running, stopping, and stopped). Whereas the difference between 

the states (stopping and stopped) is defined such that stopping the service means 
finalizing its operations and de-allocating its resources, while the stopped state has 
already finished all of its operations and released all of its resources. 
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The only interactive control inside the Information block is the “Auto Update” check box 
that allows the system to automatically update the information about a semi-real time 
scheme it running or to stop it. 
 
B. Status Bar 

The bottom bar consists of dynamic controls: The information label and the progress bar 
that show the systems’ services status at run-time. 
 

4. Experimental Results and Performance Evaluation 
To validate our approach, we evaluated the performance techniques that are proposed by 
Fish et al. [27] and Dotti et al. [18], and compared their performance monitoring results 
with our technique. We run our monitoring tool under three algorithms that represents our 
proposed monitoring method and the methods introduced in [27] and [18] respectively. For 
simplicity, we assume the numbers of performance metrics are the same in all algorithms. 
Each algorithm is tested twice and the collected results are recorded as minimum and 
maximum time (time unit is: NanoSec). These collected results  are required for extracting 
the processes on an active server. Table 1 summarizes the average time  considered for 
performance evaluations. Fig. 6-8 depicts the experimental results of extracting monitoring 
time of three cloud system servers (parents 1, 2, 3) each controlled two child nodes; parent 
1 controls child’s 5 and 6, parent 2 controls child’s 7 and 8, parent 3 controls child’s 9 and 
10 respectively.   
 

 
Fig. 6. Performance monitoring time required for our proposed method 
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Fig. 7. Performance monitoring time required for Fish et al. [27] method 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. Performance monitoring time required for Dotti et al. [18] method 
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Table 1 shows the server performance monitoring average time required for the methods in 
comparison. 

 
Table 1. Performance Monitoring Information Average Extraction Time 

 Server 
Number 

Our Proposed 
Method (nanosec) 

Fish et al [27] 
(nanosec) 

Dotti et al [18] 
(nanosec) 

Server 1 1136 6238 7211 
Server 2 1135 7229 8356 

Server 3 1134 8708 10071 
 
The average extraction time is computed based on the number of processes that are 
extracted from the cloud servers and its machines (nodes). The proposed techniques in [27] 
and [18] consider a single active server processes under monitoring at a time unit 
(nanosecond), while in our technique we consider multivariate processes under monitoring 
on the active cloud server and its client machines. Therefore, much more processes are 
extracted and monitored by our technique in shorter time. The performance improvement 
in the previous experiment is  computed according to  equation 6 above. For example, the 
performance improvement of our approach over Dotti et al. [18] approach in server 1 is 
evaluated as follows: 

 
                                PI(Server1) = 1- (1136 / 7211) = 84.25% 

 
The performance improvements of our approach over both Fish et al. [27] and Dotti et al. 
[18] approaches are summarized in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Performance Improvement Comparison 

 Server 
Number 

Improvement % 
over Fish et. al. [27]  

Improvement % over 
Dotti et. al. [18]  

Server 1 81.79% 84.25% 
Server 2 84.30% 86.42% 
Server 3 86.98% 88.74% 

 
Based on the results generated by our approach, an enhanced performance monitoring 
system can be achieved while saving time, effort and power.    
 
Fig. 9 shows the comparison of our proposed method with the methods introduced in [27] 
and [18] in terms of average time (nanosec) required for generating performance 
monitoring information.  
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the Performance Monitoring Methods 

 

This figure shows that more time is needed to extract performance information by 
approaches in [27] and [18] due to the high complexity of extracting performance metrics. 
Therefore, it is clear that our approach significantly outperforms its counterparts. 

5. Conclusion 
The data synchronization in a semi-real time for a control system in parallel and concurrent 
computational environment can be achieved. Integrating the various components of the 
performance monitoring system will empower the control systems of the real world 
applications. Such control systems are required for creating functional performance 
monitoring systems.  
The benchmarks and the operating system task manager have high usage and are rather 
populated within our proposed performance monitoring system. The benchmark data is 
extracted from the operating system itself and is processed and given to the user within a 
simplified GUI, though within such a system, the controlling factors of processes or 
machine performance are not included.  
There is potential to provide a powerful remote performance tool that can allow users to 
monitor and control cloud system performance easily. Most users are already familiar with 
task managers supported by different operating systems. 
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